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A thecreticrl nnclysis is rxde of the performance of rdti-en&c
helicopters following failure of one engine in take-off and lan\nding frcm
the type of site proGoscd fcr Civil weration in built-w2 cress. The
perfcrwnce cf c twin engine helicopter of nimilor class to the Bristol
173 appears ta be just adequate for safe operation fram such a site but
the nicety af handling judgeraent involved in return landings may make the
performxxx ?Lfficult t3 achieve. ."i trike-off technique allcdng cl&bawy of&r engine failure at any stage is preferable but this is not possible
for the ix4.n onginc ii~chine within the space ewilnble.
It is possible if
the twin enziines zre replaced by four of the same effective total gc~er but
only it 0 twninz climb-away is mac!e after engine failure. 6 helicopter with
sufficient perfaxw.nw for a straight climb-away eon in gener-1 haver with one
engine inoperative.
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Introduction

It is essential for the civil operation of helicopters from restricted
sites in built-up areas that: in the event of failure of the critical power
unit during tske-off or landxng, the helicopter shculd be capnble either of
olimbinr; swsy wer surrounding obstructions or of lending on the take-off
area. For o helicopter with an adequate rate of climb at fcnvard s;?eed in
the reduce?. power condltlon it is in general true to say that there 1s 3
critical height above which s sotisfoctory climb away may be ma&, and below
which it is necessary to ccnsider I& possibility of 3 return landing.
The type of landing site proposed by the Interdeportmentol Iielicopter
Committee (Ref.1) is coLqaratxvely smsll, bein 300 ft. squsre dth 3n
obstruction clecrance nn$e of 26 deg. (1 111 2 F from the e&e of the
landing ores. It is knam from observed flight data that current tmes of
single-engine helicopter do not meet the requirements fm safety in the event
of power failure when ogeroting from such sites. No flight test infomtion
is yet available on the oopobilities of dti-engine helicopters in this
respect SC, in order to provide ,ddsnce on the subject, a theoretics1
analysis ho.s been made of the performnce of a helicopter fcllcwin~ the failure
of one engine. The analysis has been used to mske estim3tes of this performance
for a tv&n-engine helicopter of similar class to the Bristol173, and for a
four-engine machine of similar tie.
Ir list of symbols is given at the end of the Roysort.
2.

Theoretics1 analvsis

2.1 General. The analysis of both transitional and landing performance
has been based on that given in Ref.2 for the engine-off performance of a
single-engine helicopter.
The motion of a multi-engine helioapter is considered
relstlve to axes fixed in space, Gx horizontal fomrsrds and Oz vertical upwards.
The forces acting on the helicopter src the rotor thrust T, the transverse
rotor force H, the weight %r and the fuselage drag D. The flight velocity is
V, with components Vx (positive forwards) and V, (positive upwards), and the
mean rotor axial flow velocity is u. The ?isc incidence to the flight path
is i oncl the disc attitude to the horizontal is& , both being measured
i)csitive uLxvards from the disc. The system is shown diagrxmxiticnlly in Fig.1.

The assumptions made in the analysis are in general similar to those in
Ref. 2. In odditlcn, engine power ot constant boost is assumed to vary linearly
ivlth rctotionol speed; this is a reasonable ap;iroximation and sin@f%es the
sndysis.
2.2 Analysis of tronsitionnl

Performsnce

Using the nototion .&ven et the end of the
2.2.1 Forward fli&.
Reprt, and neglectin: the rotor transverse force H and terms in ,/A of kigber
LrZer than the first, the equations of motion of the system are:
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8dditionsl relations are used to determine the thrust T and oxislvelociti~ u.
From the blade element thrust formula it osn be shown that
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It is also possible to e-z-es3 T/2flC.R2V2
33 a function of i and u/V, using the momentum thrust formula (as in Ref.2)
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For/t,& 0.12 the relation is given
aphicdly in the empiric31 charts of
Ref. 3.
The letter relstions 3rd (4 Y- enable T end u to be determined for given
values of the helicopter constants at known values of V, ,/J, and i, i being
obtained from
i =

sin -1

(Vz 0033 + V, 3inJ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)
i
This is conveniently done by resenting the relations as in Fig.2.
of constant i become asymptotic to
in two ports using u/V 33 abscissa
The motion during 3 transition stage an therefore be determined by
numerical integrdion of the dlfferentinl eqwtlons (I), (2) end (3) usilg
values of T cnd,a33 estimcted from Fig.2.
2.2.2 Vertiozl flight. For vertical flight, using the rotor thrust
equation for steady aerodynamic conditions, the follodng relation between the
operating coefficients fl, Fq and ,c', is given in Ref.2:-
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The equations of motion in this case may be written
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Equations (8) and (9 together with the relation given in (7) 3rd the e?iriccl
fl - F, curve (Ref.3 define the transition performance follag the fadure
of one engine; solution is achieveed by nurneriwl inte&ration.
The analysis of 2.2.2 may be used to determine
2.3 Lmdin~ performmce.
the landina uerform3nce followinn failure of one engine but allowance must be
mde for %eAground effect on the rotor thrust. An approxim3te relationship
for the %ground effect i? vertical flight based on the empirical curves of Ref.&,
is given in Ref. 2 in the form
.........................
= 0.95 + 0.2 g
(10)
5
h
TM
where h is the height of the rotor 3bove the ground. The value of T$Tti,
becomes 1.0 at h equal to 4R; above this height the ground effect is negligible
in practice. The limited information zvsilable on the variation of ground
effect with forward speed at constant height and power suggests that equation
(10) is sufficiently oocurote for horieontrl velocities up to 15.0 ft/sec.;
the effect falls off zt higher speeds and is small for horizontal velocities
greater then about 50 f'dsec. The value of Td from which T2 is determined
oan be found for the known rotor operating oonditlon by the appropriate method
of either pcro. 2.2.1 or par% 2.2.2.
/It is......
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It is possible, owing to the neglect of unsteady aerodynamic effects,
th2t the estimated landing pull-out performonce my be pessimistic because
the rotor induced flow does not instantaneously build-up as the pitch is
increased.
This is to some extent counter-balanced however by the assumption
th3t there is no delay in the developmnt of *ground effect.
The equation of motion given in para. 2.2.1 can be simplifie? if the
horizontal velocity is smp.11 (less thay about 15.0 ft/sec.) by neglectinS
the fuseloge drag terms.
3.

Estimated pcrformxxe
of a twin-enmine
_-_-

helicopter

3.1 Cenerol.
The analysis given in para. 2 has been used to estimate
the performence in I.C.A.N. sen level conditions of B tivin-rotor, Irvin-engine
helicopter hovins the choraoteristics hiven in Table 1. it has been assuned
that in vertical or nearly-vertical flight tiiere is no interference effect
betvteen the rotors, and that the performance of the twin-rotor mchifie is
the same OS that of o single-rotor helicopter of half the total weight.

The estimated vertica performance of this helioopter in still air gives
3 rote of climb of 1190 f min. ot full power >nd a rcte of descent of 1920
ft/min. with one engine inoperative.
At half power, height con be maintained
at speeds between 37 and 63 ktsi Ln.S., the best rote of climb being 150
ft/m.in. at 50 kts.
Preliainory consG&xotions led to the assumptio,l of on
epproooh poth angle of approximately 45 deg. The helicc&er approaches from
500 to 150 ft. above the @ound at o speed of IO kts. E.n.S. and a rote of
descent of 700 flYtin.; this is followed by a vertical descent tn the ground
at 300 fdmin.
In the first stege 7C$, and in the final stage SC$ of the
tot31 power is required .

3

Estimates hove been made of the performance following an instantaneous
cut of one engine during both vertical take-off and the landing described
It has been assumed thzt there is o 2.0 sec. delay following engine
above.
failure before correotive control action by the pilot is effected; this allows
for pilot reaction time and the time required. to move the controls. Pnrtiol
prover failure on either take-off or loniling is followed by n loss of rotor
speer? and thrust, on4 a reduction in collective pitch is necessary to counteract this. Fram preliminnry considerations it yuy be seen that for the case
of climbaway e rapid acceleration towards the minimum climbaway speed is
desirable, and a forward tilt of the rotor i(iso will be required - subject of
course, to overall aircraft control. it may also be advisable to stabilise
the rotor speed below its originnlvolue and thus I1L?ke use of SOIX of the
For the landing
rotor energy to reduce the height lost in the transition.
case, on the other hand, it would appear ndviseble to aim at a high rotor
speed in order to provide greater arresting power from the rotor enera in
the pull-out prior to touch-down. These points arc taken into account in
the assessment given in the following paro,a-aphs of the performance follmting
powor out.
All pull-out perforrrance was oolculoted for o blade pitch of 12.0 dog,
which it has been estimated will not involve any blade stalling problems in
the flight conditions considered in the analysis. The performance has been
estimated with reference to a landing area of the type defined in pare.1
with the added assumption that the maximum obslzuction height is 150 ft. It
is also assumed that the maximum acceptable rote of descent at touchdavn is
'IO fCJse0.
3.2 Ferformznce- following
failure of one engine during vertical take-off.
The performarioe following engine failure during vertical take-off has
been determined for initial conditions of full poWer alimb at 1190 ft/min.
with ~1 rotor speed of 26.2 rdsec.
Xstimates have been mede of the height lost in the transition to olimb*<fey when using a blade pitch of 7.21 deg. which corresponds to o steady
The technique considered was to
rotor speed of approximately 23.5 raa/seo.
/accelerati.....
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accelerate to 37 kts. for~orii speed, and then to reduce the disc attitud
to 1.0 deg; this reduced the horizontal nccelerotion to about 0.5 fdsec. F?
and led to 3 small positive rate of cliinb.
A range of values of disc
attitude were investigated for the occeleretion stage, end the variation
of height lost in the transition against disc attitude is shown in Fig.3.
The transition performance for a typical case is shown in Fig.4. The
geatest disc attitude that con be nmintained for an adequate period will
probably be obout 8.0 deg. for a helicopter of this type; the height lost
in the transition for this vslue of disc attitude is 200 ft. The "critical
height" on take-off is therefore 350 ft. when allowance is made for oleering
a 150 ft. obstruction.
It is not possible to clear the surrounding obstructions in a climb-away
if' engine failure occurs below this height, and the performance durin,: return
landings hos therefore been investigated.
The height lost in attaining
steady vertical descent followed by a vertical landing with reduced power
was caloulated first. Using a blade pitch of 5.73 deg., whioh corresponds
to a rotor speed in steady oonditions of 26.2 rad/sec. the height required
to make a landing is 25 ft., the rotor speed at touchdown being 20.9 rad/sec.
and the touchdown rate of descent 9.0 ft/seo. A; safe vertical descent and
landing can therefore be made following failure of one en@.ne at any height
above 175 ft.
k safe landing can be made from heights below 175 ft. if forward speed
is developed. Estimates have been made for the performance following engine
failure below 175 ft. using a blade pitch of 5.73 deg. as before and a disc
attitude of 5.0 deg. for the transition; pull-outs were made with a pitch of
12.0 deg. and the disc horieontol.
Using this technique the horizontal distance
travelled during a descent and landing from 175 ft. is 100 ft. and a safe
landing may be made following engine failure between 175 and 110 ft., for a
touchdown rotor speed of 20.9 rad/seo; the results are sho#n in Fig.5.
Failure below 110 ft. results in high touchdown velocities at the
normal minimum flight rotor speed.
It is considered, however, that rotor
speeds below the normal minimum (probably as low DS 19.0 raa/seo.) may be
safely used in an emergency landing and Fig.5 includes curves for 20.0 and
19.0 radsec. <as well as for 20.9 rad/sec.
It will be seen that, if the
rotor speed is allowed to fall to 20.0 rad/sec before touchdown, the rate of
descent at touchdown is less than 10 ft/sec. following engine failure at
any height.
Near the ground, in the early stages of take-off, the rate of climb of
the helicopter (before engine failure) will be less than the ultimate steady
value. In addition, it may be preferable in an emergency landing to make
&ediate use of the rotor energy. It is estimated that for a vertical rate
of climb of 300 ft/min. and a touchdcsvn rotor speed of 20.9 rod/sea, the
helicopter can make a safe landing in this way from a height of 20 ft. (Fig.5).
Landings of this type are possible from greater heights if the rotor speed is
permitted to fall below 20.9 rzd/sec.
3.3 Performance following failure of one engineduring the approach
and lendinr(. Estimates have been made of the height required to gain a
speed at which the helicopter can climb following failure of one engine
during an approach down to a height of 150 ft. made at 10 kts. and 700 ft/
Using a blade pitch of 7.21 deg. and a mo&num diso
min. rate of descent.
tilt of 8.0 de,. the critical height belox which it is impossible to climb
sway is 350 ft.
iis in the case of take-off, engine failure below the oriticol height
Calculations shcrg that for a blade
means that the helicopter must land.
pitch of 5.73 deg. and a disc attitude of 1.0 deg. the aircraft can land
on the Grstrip follaving engine failure at any height above 1.50 ft. As
before, pull-outs were calculated for a blade pitch of 12 degrees with the
disc horizontal,
/In......
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In the event Of en&m failure belOw 150 ft. when the helicopter is
nse~~~~ed to be in vertical descent, the pilot is assured to use e pitoh of
5.73 deg. and 3 disc 3ttitUde of 5.0 deg. for the transition, end to make
tho sane pull-out nmnoeuvre as before. The resulting touchdown rate of
descent et 0 rotor speed of 20.9 rad/sec. is high (Fig.6) but this can be
reduced to on nooeptoble value if the rotor speed is allaved to fall to
19.0 r&seo. at touchdown.

4.

r)isoussion

The PerforInonce Of D multi-engine helicopter following the failure of one
engine durin,g take-off or landing nust be considered in relation to the space
Ewaihble for landing and the possibility of &imaging the z&craft during such
3 landing.
With these criteria the performance of the helicopter oonsldcred
in pore.3 is adequate for an engine out occurring shove 110 ft. on take-off
or above 150 ft. during landing, if the rotor speed is not to drop below the
minznuv permissible figure of 20.9 rad/sec. during the pull-out. It is
assumed again however, that the rotor speed may be allowed to fall below this
figure during an cnergenoy lending and Figs. 5 and 6 include Curves of touchdown velocity against height et which power cut occurred for touchdown rotor
speeds of 20.0 and 19.0 md/sec. The curves show that if the latter rotar
speed is acceptable, a safe landing may be made following engine out at any
height. The performance will, however, be difficult to achieve becsuse of the
fine judgement required of the pilot; in edditlon, complioations may z-rise
from the problem of handling and control in low-speed power-on descent.
It has been suggested (Ref.5) that 3 backward take-off offers o greater
degree of safety than a vertical take-off because it enables t&he airstrip to
be kept in view throughout.
It is consi&red, however, that the acceptable
bookword flight path angles will be limited rind the performance effeotively
the some es in a vertioal take-off, although there may be some loss due to
interference between the rotors.
The difficulties of effecting a return landing following en-&e cut in
teke-off make it clear that it would be preferable to be able to use a takeoff technique in which the helicopter continues its climbaway follcnning the
failure of one engine 3t any stege. %th 3 twin-engine helicopter this
would only be possrble by having .a large reserve of power in normal operations
for the present all-up weight, or by meking o large reduction in weight nt the
present power; accordingly, estimates have been made of the performnce of the
helicopter of para. 3 et 10,600 lb. when fitted with four engines instead of
Tao, but with the effective power at the rotor maintained constant in full
The helicopter has full power rates of climb of 1190 ft/min.
powor operation.w
in vertical flight and 1250 ft/min. et I6 kts. cs before; but the vertical
rate of desoent with one engine inoperotive is 690 ft/min. while the corresponding
rate of climb at 16 kts. is 200 ft/min. fissumin B mean forward acceleration
of 5.0 fdseo?, the distance required to reach 1 i! kts. from hovering is about
75 ft; the helicopter would therefore have about 130 ft. of runway in hmd when
it starts to climb and about 90 ft. in hand when it reaches 100 ft, which is
the critic01 height for a straight path olimbaw?y.
The helicopter can climb away after engine failure below that height only
by making o Rate 2 turn (about 6.0 deg. of bank at 16 kts.), because the
straight pcth angle of climb is less than the obstruction angle. If sufficient
power were ovoilable to permit cli&awoy without turning at low forward speed,
the helicopter would generally be capable of hovering with one engine inoperative
and 3 safe vertical take-off could therefore also be made. This can be
achieved with the four-engine helicopter by inoreasing the pourer by about I&,
uvhich corresponds to o full-power vertiool rate of climb of 1670 ft/min.
No estimates hzve been made of performance in atmospheric oondltians
other than I.C.A.N. sea level. It should be noted, however, that a 5$
decrease in power, which is approximately equivalent to a rise in ambient Oir
/temperature,....
R Note: tne payload would, of course, be reduced by an amount corresponding
to the difference in weight between the four engine and the thin engine
installation.

temperature at oea level 3t 20°C for piston engines, results in the twin
eag&. helicwter being unable to climb with one engine inoperative. The
effect of a 5% decrease in aoxer oa the performance of the four engine
helicopter is to increase tie weed for 200 ft/nin. rate of climb v:ith one
engine-inoperative
to 21 l:ts. 5.

Conclusions
-

The _ estimated
performance, following partial power failure during take-off
.
Srom or lsntiing on a restricted site, for a helicopter of similar class
to the Bristol 173, shows it oon climb-way or make a safe return landing in
the event of engine failure et any height, provided the rotor speed may
safely ilrop in the touchdwn slightly belw t:he normal flight minimum. The
performance in return landings may however be difficult to achieve end B takeoff technique allowing climb-away follcrving failure at any stage is desirable.
This is not possible for the ‘orin engine helicopter within the space wv3ilsble
but is possible for a four-engine helicopter of the same effective power if
a climbing turn is ma-de after power failure. If the performance is increased
to dlow olimb-away without turning, the helicopter will generally be able
to hover y:ith one engine inoperative.
6.

Further develoi,xxnts

An assessment is to be mode of the usk of emergency sources of power as
a way of obtaining adequate performance in the event of engine failure. A
critical aspect of such schemes is the time-lsg for the build-up of the
emergency p6wer.
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2
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3

%.,icmeter
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0. oL64
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normal flight

26.2

radseo.
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radseo.

Mean blade profile drq coefficient
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